
Dear Reader,

As in every year, this year also ushers in lot of hopes, aspirations and the willingness to change for the 
better. The SGF team has aspired to bring out the very first issue of SGF Newsletter MUSKAAN in 2018. 
Drawing inspiration from the mission, “Smiles Do Matter”, the newsletter has been bestowed with this 
name. Read on to find what kept SGF busy throughout!

It has been a relentless effort on the part of SHV India to bring about sustenance in the community 
through social service and education. Education poses to be the most powerful weapon that brings about 
the change in people's mind set. SHV India makes sure to include its employees in the bevy of activities 
that takes place throughout the year through its philanthropic arm SUPERGAS Foundation. 

M     SKAAN

Free Diabetic and Pulmonary Checkup Camp - Chennai 

Our Chennai based ALDS station spectacled an immensely successful medical camp in Feb 2018, where 235 auto-rickshaw 
drivers enthusiastically participated in it. Medical examinations along with counseling against unhealthy practices like 
smoking and drinking were imparted to them by doctors. A gleam of happiness brightened up their faces for our caring 
gesture. ALDS Team, Retail Team, Safety Team and other volunteers well coordinated with Tansen under the guidance of 
Mr Sreeman, making the medical camp successful.
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Joy of Giving

Corporate (Hyderabad)

North

South

East

The miracle lies in the more you share, the more you earn. Not 
monetary, but you earn on love and respect. Zeal and enthusiasm were 
at its peak during Joy of Giving week celebrations across all regions 
from 4th to 8th Dec, 2017

The SGF Corporate team along with volunteers dedicated themselves in several 
philanthropic activities like blood donation camps at Indo American Cancer Hospital, 
making provision for stainless steel drums at Missionaries of Charity and visited rehab 
centers at Pragati Institute. The last day, i.e on 8th December, Executive Director of 
AGAPE, Mrs. Lynne Voggu was invited over to share her experience on working with 

The North Regional Office showcased their support by organizing blood donation camps 
at Rotary Noida Blood Bank followed by sports meet and drawing competition at 
Government School in Indirapuram. The visit to Grace Care Orphanage at Ghaziabad 
was a wonderful experience as children sang melodious songs leaving the team 
awestruck. Daily use items like books, crayons, toiletries were arranged for them. LED 
lights and ceiling fans were handed over to Government School, Behrampur.

At Vadakkal (South), SGF made provision of 12 litres pressure cooker for betterment of 
canteen facility for kids in Govt. school at Vallam Vadakkal as there were no proper 
utensils to cook. It's wonderful to see these kids contented with simple things like 
chocolates. SGF made their day!

APANGHAR, a permanent residential project for the destitute children in Kolkata 
received the much needed support of basic infrastructure from the SGF team during The 
Joy of Giving Week helmed by Mr. Malay Saha, the East team spent an interactive and 
wonderful session with the children and also the school management. Basic utilities like 
school bags, water bottles, mosquito nets, toiletries were offered along with chocolates 
and biscuits.

MENTALLY CHALLENGEDBLOOD CAMP

JOY IN GIVING BLOOD

ALPHA SCHOOL
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Ashray Akruti Skill Centre: SGF does the needful

The superbly efficient SGF team has never ever taken a back seat when it came to supporting the needy. Be it financial or any other support, it has 
reached its destination on time, every time. The team paid a visit to Ashray Akruti (Multimedia and Animation Skill Centre) and handed over the 
contribution cheque which would finance food, accommodation and transportations costs of the speech and hearing impaired skill trainees for a 
year.
Also, our CEO Mr. Ajay Kumar and SGF Trustee and Secretary Mr. Sreeman Kadali participated in the celebration of “International Day for persons 

rdwith disabilities” on 3  December  2017 conducted by Ashray Akruti.

thFeather in the cap for SGF: 4  Graduation Ceremony 
at CHORD

It's study furniture for Indirapuram Primary School

The 4th batch of skilled trainees got through with flying colors at 
CHORD SUPERGAS Skill Centre. On 15th December, 2017 Mr. Ajay 
Kumar, CEO was accompanied by Mr. Sreeman and Mr. Tansen for 
the felicitation ceremony. Around 70 trainees (tailoring and 
computer) had successfully completed the training. Mr. Ajay Kumar 
recollected the memories of his association with CHORD school 
since 2006 and wished the outgoing trainees the very best for their 
future endeavor.

Proper study aids give way to sound, quality education. A table and a 
dozen benches were provided to this primary school by the North team 
of SGF in September 2017. It all started a couple of years back when 
multiple tables and benches were handed over to the school authority 
for 1st to 5th STD classes. The Indirapuram Primary school has an 
overall strength of 434 students.

The visit to the Indo-American Cancer Hospital on World Cancer Day
th(4  Feb, 2018) by SGF team was a 

realization that one shouldn't give 
up and it's possible to battle the odds 
with courage, love and prayer. The 
team spent some precious time with 
the children and gifted them some 
beautifully wrapped utilities.

WORLD

DAY
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The LSN Foundation works for the betterment of children who have 
seen the worst in life through acute poverty, parental neglect, or 
running away from homes due to parental abuse. SUPERGAS 
Foundation emerged as the RAINBOW for these children and 
imparted the necessary support for their nutrition, education, 
health, care and protection. Mr. Ajay Kumar, CEO handed over the 
contribution cheque to LSN team last July along with SGF Trustees.

SGF: A Source of Strength for LSN Foundation

Children's Day was celebrated with great excitement by the SGF 
team across different regions. Locations might be different but there 
was one thing in common, sharing smiles across faces. Be it the 
Devnar School for Blind (Hyderabad), SANKALP (South) for autistic 
children or Vaani Foundation (East) for the hearing impaired 
children, the SGF team tried to bring in a ray of hope for them. Wings 
were given to their imagination and creativity at the drawing 
competition in Behrampur School (North). It was worth an eventful 
time spent. 

An Escape into Childhood for the SGF Team

The Durgabai Deshmukh Trust Hospital, which serves the needy and 
poor kidney patients, got facilitated by a Dialysis Machine that was 
inaugurated by Mr. Ajay Kumar, CEO accompanied by Mr. Sreeman, Mr. 
Tansen and Ms. Alekhya in the presence of Justice Jeevan Reddy, [ 
Retd. Supreme Court Judge] and Justice Narshima Reddy [ Ret. High 
Court Judge], Mr S.V. Rao Chairman of the Hospital and other trustee 
member.    Steered by the noble vision of selfless service and esteemed 
health care provision, the SGF team came forward for such a task.

Giving Away Dialysis Machine at Durgabai 
Deshmukh Hospital
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